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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

III B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February – 2015 
ENGINEERING OPTIMIZATION 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Classification of optimization problems are based on permissible values of the design variables  

___            [ ]       
A) Integer valued programming   B)  linear programming 
C) Real valued programming    D) Both a & C 

 
2. Engineering application of optimization        [ ] 

A) Design of aerospace structures for min weight   B) Design of turbines for max efficiency  
C) Both a & b                  D) None of the above 
 

3. A function of one var f(x) is said to have a relative or local min at x = x* if ____ for all sufficiently 
small positive & negative values of h        [ ] 
A) f (x*) ≥ f(x* +h)   B) f (x*) ≤ f(x* +h)    C) f (x*) < f(x* +h)     D)  f (x*) > f(x* +h) 

   
4. If f(x) has an extreme point at x = x* and if the partial dervaties of f(x) exist at x* then {δf(x*)/ 

δx1} = {δf(x*)/ δx2} = ……….. = {δf(x*)/ δxn} =_____      [ ] 
A) < 0   B)  =0   C) > 0  D) ≠ 0 
 

5.  Univariate method is___________ method for solving non linear optimization         [ ] 
A) Direct search    B) Indirect search      C) Local search     D) Global search 
 

6. The value of a function f(X)=4X3+2X2-4X-10 at its local maximum is       [ ]                
A) -8         B) 8      C) 1       D)-1  
 

7.  Partial derivatives are used to find extreme values of decision variables in a non linear model with 
_________or more variables          [ ]

 A) 1         B) 2       C)3      D)4  
 

8. The steepest descent method is also called as____________method    [ ] 
A) Cauchy         B) Conjugate gradient       C) Powell’s        D) Variable meteric  
 

9. The evaluation of gradient requires the computation of the _____________elements [ ] 
A) Integrals       B) Derivatives      C) Partial Derivatives      D) None  
 

10. The univariate method is applicable to _________derivatives to find the minimum  [ ] 
A) Continuous   B) Non continuous       C) Partial        D) None  
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II   Fill in the blanks 
 
11.  A design point that do not lie on any constraint surface is called _____ 
 
12.  Based on the physical structure of the problem, optimization problems can be classified as ______ 

& ______ 
 
13.  Lagrange function is given as L (x1, x2, λ) = _________ 
 
14. X* is a relative minimum if dk f/x = x* is ________  
 
15. In Linear programming problem we can make all the constraints equality constraints by adding 

______ variables 
 
16. _____________method is far superior to steepest descent method. 
 
17.  Like linear programs, ___________will have a maximization or minimization objective function. 
 
18. A point x* is said to be an ___________if the function value increases locally as x* increases and 

decreases locally as x* reduces. 
 
19.  The random search methods are based on the use of random numbers in finding __________point. 
 
20. In ______________ method of search the total no of experiments is to be specified before the 

beginning. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. If f(x) has an extreme point at x = x* and if the partial dervaties of f(x) exist at x* then {δf(x*)/ 

δx1} = {δf(x*)/ δx2} = ……….. = {δf(x*)/ δxn} =_____      [ ] 
A) < 0   B)  =0   C) > 0  D) ≠ 0 
 

2.  Univariate method is___________ method for solving non linear optimization         [ ] 
A) Direct search    B) Indirect search      C) Local search     D) Global search 
 

3. The value of a function f(X)=4X3+2X2-4X-10 at its local maximum is       [ ]                
A) -8         B) 8      C) 1       D)-1  
 

4.  Partial derivatives are used to find extreme values of decision variables in a non linear model with 
_________or more variables          [ ]

 A) 1         B) 2       C)3      D)4  
 

5. The steepest descent method is also called as____________method    [ ] 
A) Cauchy         B) Conjugate gradient       C) Powell’s        D) Variable meteric  
 

6. The evaluation of gradient requires the computation of the _____________elements [ ] 
A) Integrals       B) Derivatives      C) Partial Derivatives      D) None  
 

7. The univariate method is applicable to _________derivatives to find the minimum  [ ] 
A) Continuous   B) Non continuous       C) Partial        D) None  
 

8. Classification of optimization problems are based on permissible values of the design variables  
___            [ ]       
A) Integer valued programming   B)  linear programming 
C) Real valued programming    D) Both a & C 

 
9. Engineering application of optimization        [ ] 

A) Design of aerospace structures for min weight   B) Design of turbines for max efficiency  
C) Both a & b                  D) None of the above 
 

10. A function of one var f(x) is said to have a relative or local min at x = x* if ____ for all sufficiently 
small positive & negative values of h        [ ] 
A) f (x*) ≥ f(x* +h)   B) f (x*) ≤ f(x* +h)    C) f (x*) < f(x* +h)     D)  f (x*) > f(x* +h) 
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II   Fill in the blanks 
 
11. X* is a relative minimum if dk f/x = x* is ________  
 
12. In Linear programming problem we can make all the constraints equality constraints by adding 

______ variables 
 
13. _____________method is far superior to steepest descent method. 
 
14.  Like linear programs, ___________will have a maximization or minimization objective function. 
 
15. A point x* is said to be an ___________if the function value increases locally as x* increases and 

decreases locally as x* reduces. 
 
16.  The random search methods are based on the use of random numbers in finding __________point. 
 
17. In ______________ method of search the total no of experiments is to be specified before the 

beginning. 
18.  A design point that do not lie on any constraint surface is called _____ 
 
19.  Based on the physical structure of the problem, optimization problems can be classified as ______ 

& ______ 
 
20.  Lagrange function is given as L (x1, x2, λ) = _________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The value of a function f(X)=4X3+2X2-4X-10 at its local maximum is       [ ]                

A) -8         B) 8      C) 1       D)-1  
 

2.  Partial derivatives are used to find extreme values of decision variables in a non linear model with 
_________or more variables          [ ]

 A) 1         B) 2       C)3      D)4  
 

3. The steepest descent method is also called as____________method    [ ] 
A) Cauchy         B) Conjugate gradient       C) Powell’s        D) Variable meteric  
 

4. The evaluation of gradient requires the computation of the _____________elements [ ] 
A) Integrals       B) Derivatives      C) Partial Derivatives      D) None  
 

5. The univariate method is applicable to _________derivatives to find the minimum  [ ] 
A) Continuous   B) Non continuous       C) Partial        D) None  

 
6. Classification of optimization problems are based on permissible values of the design variables  

___            [ ]       
A) Integer valued programming   B)  liner programming 
C) Real valued programming    D) Both a & C 

 
7. Engineering application of optimization        [ ] 

A) Design of aerospace structures for min weight   B) Design of turbines for max efficiency  
C) Both a & b                  D) None of the above 
 

8. A function of one var f(x) is said to have a relative or local min at x = x* if ____ for all sufficiently 
small positive & negative values of h        [ ] 
A) f (x*) ≥ f(x* +h)   B) f (x*) ≤ f(x* +h)    C) f (x*) < f(x* +h)     D)  f (x*) > f(x* +h) 

   
9. If f(x) has an extreme point at x = x* and if the partial dervaties of f(x) exist at x* then {δf(x*)/ 

δx1} = {δf(x*)/ δx2} = ……….. = {δf(x*)/ δxn} =_____      [ ] 
A) < 0   B)  =0   C) > 0  D) ≠ 0 
 

10.  Univariate method is___________ method for solving non linear optimization         [ ] 
A) Direct search    B) Indirect search      C) Local search     D) Global search 
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11. _____________method is far superior to steepest descent method. 
 
12.  Like linear programs, ___________will have a maximization or minimization objective function. 
 
13. A point x* is said to be an ___________if the function value increases locally as x* increases and 

decreases locally as x* reduces. 
 
14.  The random search methods are based on the use of random numbers in finding __________point. 
 
15. In ______________ method of search the total no of experiments is to be specified before the 

beginning. 
 
16.  A design point that do not lie on any constraint surface is called _____ 
 
17.  Based on the physical structure of the problem, optimization problems can be classified as ______ 

& ______ 
 
18.  Lagrange function is given as L (x1, x2, λ) = _________ 
 
19. X* is a relative minimum if dk f/x = x* is ________  
 
20. In Linear programming problem we can make all the constraints equality constraints by adding 

______ variables 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The steepest descent method is also called as____________method    [ ] 

A) Cauchy         B) Conjugate gradient       C) Powell’s        D) Variable meteric  
 

2. The evaluation of gradient requires the computation of the _____________elements [ ] 
A) Integrals       B) Derivatives      C) Partial Derivatives      D) None  
 

3. The univariate method is applicable to _________derivatives to find the minimum  [ ] 
A) Continuous   B) Non continuous       C) Partial        D) None  

 
4. Classification of optimization problems are based on permissible values of the design variables  

___            [ ]       
A) Integer valued programming   B)  linear programming 
C) Real valued programming    D) Both a & C 

 
5. Engineering application of optimization        [ ] 

A) Design of aerospace structures for min weight   B) Design of turbines for max efficiency  
C) Both a & b                  D) None of the above 
 

6. A function of one var f(x) is said to have a relative or local min at x = x* if ____ for all sufficiently 
small positive & negative values of h        [ ] 
A) f (x*) ≥ f(x* +h)   B) f (x*) ≤ f(x* +h)    C) f (x*) < f(x* +h)     D)  f (x*) > f(x* +h) 

   
7. If f(x) has an extreme point at x = x* and if the partial dervaties of f(x) exist at x* then {δf(x*)/ 

δx1} = {δf(x*)/ δx2} = ……….. = {δf(x*)/ δxn} =_____      [ ] 
A) < 0   B)  =0   C) > 0  D) ≠ 0 
 

8.  Univariate method is___________ method for solving non linear optimization         [ ] 
A) Direct search    B) Indirect search      C) Local search     D) Global search 
 

9. The value of a function f(X)=4X3+2X2-4X-10 at its local maximum is       [ ]                
A) -8         B) 8      C) 1       D)-1  
 

10.  Partial derivatives are used to find extreme values of decision variables in a non linear model with 
_________or more variables          [ ]

 A) 1         B) 2       C)3      D)4  
Cont……2 
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11. A point x* is said to be an ___________if the function value increases locally as x* increases and 

decreases locally as x* reduces. 
 
12.  The random search methods are based on the use of random numbers in finding __________point. 
 
13. In ______________ method of search the total no of experiments is to be specified before the 

beginning. 
14.  A design point that do not lie on any constraint surface is called _____ 
 
15.  Based on the physical structure of the problem, optimization problems can be classified as ______ 

& ______ 
 
16.  Lagrange function is given as L (x1, x2, λ) = _________ 
 
17. X* is a relative minimum if dk f/x = x* is ________  
 
18. In Linear programming problem we can make all the constraints equality constraints by adding 

______ variables 
 
19. _____________method is far superior to steepest descent method. 
 
20.  Like linear programs, ___________will have a maximization or minimization objective function. 
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